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MAKITA LAUNCH NEW GENERATION OF HEAVY DUTY GRINDERS AND
RANDOM ORBIT POLISHER
•

180mm and 230mm (7” and 9”) angle grinders with 2,000w motor

•

SJS II super joint system dramatically lowers vibrations

•

New rear D-shaped handle for safety and control

•

150mm, 900w Random Orbit Polisher

Makita angle grinders are recognised as rugged, hardworking machines serving many areas of
industry including steel work, construction and heavy duty plant maintenance. Now a new
generation of six 180mm and 230mm mains powered grinders has been launched, bristling with a
host of new features and proven technology. All are powered by a new, heavy duty 2,000 watt
motor specified for tough industrial operation. A new design of rear D-shaped handle protects
operator’s hands from contact with the material surface and a new design of side handle provides
more comfort and greater machine control.
The new Makita 180mm models will run up to 8,500 rpm and operate a 6.5mm maximum wheel
grinding thickness. Anti-restart and soft start functions are featured on the GA7062R and
GA7063RX02 models, the latter also benefiting from the SJS II super joint system which dramatically
lowers vibrations.
This operator safety feature is matched in the 230mm GA9063RX02 model as are the anti-restart
and soft start functions. These new lightweight but powerful grinders have a new design of robust
spindle lock, double insulation, and a rigid motor housing. Tough, rugged grinders for demanding
applications.
A new 150mm Random Orbit Polisher has also been introduced with a 900 watt motor which will run
the 150mm wheel up to 780 rpm and provides up to 6,800 orbits per minute and 13,600 strokes per
minute for an orbit diameter of 5.5mm. The new Makita PO6000C can be run in either of two
modes: random orbit with forced rotation or random orbit only.
Two hand grips ensure total machine control with a variable speed trigger and dial; constant speed
control and lock-on button. The soft start electronics removes the initial torque loading protecting

both the machine and the operator. The hook and loop pad mounting takes the wide range of
Makita polishing accessories. The PO6000C is available in 110v and 240v models.
For more news and product information about Makita UK please visit www.makitauk.com. Follow us
on Twitter @MakitaUK, Facebook.com/makitauk and google.com/+makitauk

Notes
About Makita
Makita is a leading world class brand of professional power tools, accessories and work wear known
for quality, performance and durability in rigorous industrial use. Operating for 45 years in the UK,
Makita’s offices are located in Milton Keynes, Bucks with distribution centres located throughout the
U.K. Makita is Britain’s number one professional power tool manufacturer offering an extensive
inventory of over 620 products and accessories which include cordless drill/drivers, cordless
combination drills; percussion drills; angle grinders; jigsaws and sanders, as well as a substantial
amount of outdoor power equipment.

Makita's Telford manufacturing facility produces a range of power tools from carefully selected raw
materials and with the most advanced manufacturing equipment in the world. Makita’s Telford
facility is a net exporter of professional power tools with 78% of its production going to other Makita
operations worldwide. To ensure that Makita maintains its high quality standards, every machine
undergoes testing and inspections throughout the whole manufacturing and assembly processes,
including a final run-test under power before leaving the factory, which ensures optimum
performance.

Makita (UK) Ltd is a founding member of United Kingdom Power Tool Alliance against Counterfeiting
(UKPTAAC), a power tool industry alliance set up to fight the growing challenge faced by the industry
of unsafe and dangerous imported counterfeit products that are sold outside the normal retail
channels putting consumers at risk.

Makita supplies, as well as the construction industry, many of Britain’s largest businesses and
organisations from the Armed

